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Helga, being towed out to the start of the Blessing of the Fleet 

parade at the Easter weekend Boatfest organised by the Lake 

Macquarie Classic Boat Association. 

Photograph by Rob Hardy 
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Cover picture 

The boat on the cover photo is Helga, being towed out 

to the start of the Blessing of the Fleet parade at the 

recent Boatfest organised by the Lake Macquarie Classic 

Boat Association held over the Easter weekend on the 

Toronto waterfront.  The crew were undergoing a 

learning curve and requested a tow until in clear water.  - 

Rob Hardy 

Presidents ReportPresidents Report  

  Ross McLeanRoss McLean  

For the April meeting, Grant Holmes treated approximately 40 

members to a talk and slide show entitled “Building a House of 

Dreams.” At the conclusion, I had to ask if he was building a 

new house or a new head office for one of the big 4 Banks? The quality of the 

timber panelling would put any of those banks to shame, as it was quite exqui-

site. Well done Grant, an entertaining presentation to be sure. 

Shortly after our April meeting, over the Easter Long Weekend, I and several of 

our members of WBA had the pleasure of attending the ‘Lake Macquarie Boat-

fest,’ in Toronto. We were represented by 7 boats and gained one new member 

and had interest from 3 others including a replica of an 11th Century Caravel, 

named Notorious, however there were some dramas along the way … 

On the way up to the Boat-

fest, my tow bar started to 

detach itself from the van, 

so I had to lash the thing 

on with rope as a preven-

tative. (No point being a 

mariner if I can’t make use 

of rope!) I then successfully 

got through 3 booze-bus 

halts without being pulled 

over, in fact, on the third 

occasion the female police 

officer gave me the 

thumbs up and an OK sign 

as I approached as she 

caught sight of the boat 

and allowed me to pass unhindered, but not so for the ute towing a large tinnie 

just behind me that had been leap frogging with me almost all the way from 

Helensburgh. They had been stopped on all 3 occassions, they later informed me 

when we all caught up just at the start of the F3/M1.     My tow bar has since 

been fully re-attached. 

While actual boat attendance numbers were down at the Boatfest, visitor num-

bers appeared to remain about the same as last year. The ‘meet and greet’ was 

well attended, as was the Saturday ‘prize giving’ dinner, with approximately 100 

diners enjoying a marvellous and filling 3 course meal.  Well down to the Boatfest 

organisers for yet another great Easter Weekend! 

Drinks on Buccaneer were held in one of the official tents, and I invited the Boat-

fest organisers and staff to join us. 20 folk enjoyed a selection of blonde brews 

and some from a chap called Toohey. 

The next day, during the ‘Blessing of the Fleet,’ as the winds were contrary for 

sailing, I hitched a ride with Rob and Fran Hardy and as I hoisted the President’s 

Burgee, Rob began to refer to his boat as Royal Puttin, and very quickly adopted 

the title of Sir Rob. Thankfully Fran kept a level head. 

On the Sunday afternoon at the conclusion of the Boatfest, I began to sail home 

to my accommodation at Carey Bay caravan park, but managed to break my tiller 

yet again, so had to set up a jury-rig with an oar in order to complete the short 

passage, only to have to dismantle it all again as the wind failed, and no Sally to 

row. Good thing she taught me a little bit about the art of rowing before she left 

for the USA. 

The Monday saw 16 members and guests of WBA gather at a BBQ area at Wangi 

Point where we all enjoyed good food, wine and some delicious razor fish col-

lected by the crew of Molly. I set up the wooden name board for the Association 

and Bob Tullet asked if this was to be the new meeting point for monthly meet-

ings? ‘It would save him some travel time if it was,’ he said. After our great feast, 

we returned to the lake and a quiet cruise towards the Sand Islands, and around 

a nearby bay, then back to Wangi and our own separate ways.  

My thanks to all members of the WBA who attended. 

On a sadder note, Wal MacAdams is experiencing some difficult and painful 

health issues, starting with part of an engine crushing his foot, and some other 

issues, all of which conspire to keep him off his feet and just sitting about mark-

ing time, which as many of you know, Wal simply can not do, being a man of 

action. So he tells me that it may be almost 12 months before he has the energy 

and strength to come to a monthly WBA meeting in Gladesville. Therefore, with 

Wal’s permission, I encourage all WBA members venturing north to drop in on 

Chris and Wal at Rathmines for a cuppa and please call first if you can. I’m told 

that so long as they are not between doctors and hospitals, you are welcome to 

break your journey and stop by for a yarn before carrying on to your destination. 

As I am off to the USA for 3 weeks to join Sally, the May meeting will be run by 

Opinions and advice expressed in this publication and the Association’s meetings are those of the individual originator’s 

only.   The Editor and the Association’s Committee do not necessarily endorse views expressed in this publication or at 

such forums.   Participation in events organized by the Association may involve certain risks which include the possibility 

of harm or damage to vessels, equipment or persons inherently associated with the perils of the sea or weather.   Such 

risks will require the exercise of the prior judgment of members on behalf of themselves, their guests and invitees 

whether to commence or continue any particular activity irrespective of information supplied by Association officers. 
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Scan the QR code to go the WBA of NSW Inc. on 

the web and follow the links to Scuttlebutt, Hal 

Harpur Award and more useful information 

our treasurer Jon Bell, 

and I urge you all to 

give him your sup-

port. The guest 

speaker this month 

will be John Wood, 

our founder, who will 

be speaking about the 

founding of the asso-

ciation, and I am very 

sorry to be missing it, 

but hope to be able to 

read a transcript on the 

subject. 

I’ll see you all in June, in 

the mean time, ‘may the 

winds favour you.’ 
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The Kalang River rises in the foothills of the Dorrigo range, south west of 

Dorrigo, passing  to the south west and south of Bellingen as it flows for about 

75 km dropping about 350 metres until its confluence with the Bellinger River 

just before both rivers run to sea to the east of Urunga.  Until 1969, the Kalang 

was known as the Bellinger River South Arm.  Kalang is the name of the district 

south of Bellingen, no town, just homes and properties situated in a delightful 

rural setting, quite hilly with streams running through steep valleys eventually 

combining to form the river. 

In dry conditions, it looks very peaceful and placid, however, in flood with 

heavy rainfall on the Dorrigo Plateau, the Kalang can turn into a raging torrent.  

On a previous visit to the area, following an overnight rainfall of over 600 mm 

in the Dorrigo area, we spoke to a property owner who related that he had 

some 30 metre high gum trees at the bottom of his land and only the very tops 

could be seen above the floodwaters of the Kalang. 

Upstream of Urunga, the river splits and flows around Newry Island.  Most of 

Newry Island is divided into housing lots with many magnificent waterfront 

homes, while the balance remains as grazing land.  The southern side of the 

island hosts a number of oyster farms. 

The area is visited annually in March by a number of wooden boat owners from 

all over to enjoy the beauty of the Bellinger and Kalang Rivers.  The normal 

activity for the Sunday is a run around Newry Island, taking about an hour.  This 

year, a number of the boats planned to motor as far up the Kalang as possible 

given the favourable tide conditions.  Three boats were launched at Mylestom 

and were soon joined by another launched at Urunga and others launched 

from Repton.  For those intending to do the long trip, advice was given to carry 

enough fuel for at least seven hours of running. 

The weather was perfect as over twelve boats started the circumnavigation of 

Newry Island.  When  we came to where the Kalang meets the Island, four 

boats headed west.  The river remains deep and wide for a long way with open 

sweeping bends before narrowing and presenting some navigational questions 

for skippers, like which way does one go past this island.  There are no 

navigational marks. 

We only came across one shallow spot, clearly marked by a stranded putt putt 

boat !  After about two hours of running we stopped at a nice beach for lunch.  

At this point we were about 20 minutes short of the limit of navigation which is 

near Brierfield.  (Try to find that on a map !)  The water was fresh, the 

surrounding grazing land was bright green and the cattle were up to their 

knees in grass.  The only sign of civilization was a distant house in the valley.  

After three hours of clatter bang of the engines, the silence was golden.  Some  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of the crews had a swim before lunch.  What a delightful spot to open a bottle ! 

With perfect timing, the tide started to turn just as lunch finished, and the four 

boats, Blaxlander, Judy Ann, Melkirdan, and Putten commenced the return trip, 

safely getting back to camp just in time for dinner.  We all agreed that we 

would do the trip again in the future, however that won’t be for a couple of 

years as the river will be blocked soon by the construction of two expressway 

bridges just upstream of Newry Island as part of the building of the Pacific 

Highway bypass of Urunga. 

Rob Hardy 

Putten 

 

 

 

EXPLORING THE KALANG RIVER BY WOODEN BOAT 

from Rob Hardy 

One of the many coastal rivers crossed while travelling north on the Pacific 
Highway is the Kalang.  Possibly not even noticed by many travellers, the Kalang is 
crossed at the town of Urunga, about 20 kilometres south of Coffs Harbour. 

One of the many reaches of the Kalang River 

Did you know where pallets come 

from ?  They grow on pallet trees ! 

Concentration on the faces of the Putten crew 

Chris & George Gear on Melkirdan 
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Magic was winterised early in March this year and I am on the wallaby 
again this time travelling the south coast of NSW and Victoria then SA. I 
will turn north at Port Augusta and eventually arrive in Darwin before 
coming south again to home, if I can remember where that is. I never tire 
of visiting the different ports and always find some interesting vessels to 
photograph so I hope you all enjoy this months collection. 

Metung is a haven for wooden boats.  They out number  
the plastic types by 4 to 1 and  I spent a very interesting couple of hours on 
the water taking these pictures and many more.. 

Happy sailing, Brian 

 

THE PITTWATER REPORT 

f r o m  B r i a n  H u n t e r  

Next Meeting Tuesday 13th May 

Guest speaker—John Wood, 
‘Formation of the WBA of NSW’ 

Lake boat at Lakes Entrance 

LONE GULL at Lakes Entrance 

Galleon passing Shaving Point Metung. This vessel was a feature at the 

last Wooden Boat Festival in Hobart, she is amateur built completely from 

Cypress Pine, and I thought that species was only good for floor boards!! 

Shaving Point gets the name from early days because the steamers could 

" shave" the point as the deep channel is close to the bank there. 

Fantail launch was originally steam powered and serviced Gabo Island. 

Beautifully kept double ended Lake boat 
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THE CAIRNS REPORT 
from Chris Dicker 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A lot has happened in Cairns in the past month.  It all happened not long 

after I had flown down to Sydney to paint my LAST catamaran.  There was 

wind and rain and threats of total devastation.  I got very little sleep with 

me down in Sydney and Gilli left to cope on her own.  There was also a 70th 

birthday party of our marina neighbour, which went for three days and 

spanned the cyclonic period.  A 'friend' of ours at the height of the storm 

sent me a phone photo of Gilli dressed in red, bugling a bottle of 

champagne.  I decided to get on with my work in Sydney! 

There was little damage in Cairns and not too bad even in Cooktown, 

where Cyclone Ita crossed the coast.  We live to fight another day.  Gilli had 

done a great job securing Westwind and other boats in our care. 

EASTERN STAR 50' x 18' Albey Prior built gentlemans launch with 6LX 

Gardener absolutely original and in beautiful condition. 

There are two kinds of boaters: those who have 
run aground, and those who lie about it. 
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I as born on the tiny island of Malta, where irrespective of how much inland 

one lives, one would never be far away from the beautiful clear waters of the 

Mediterranean Sea by more than a few kilometres. 

As a young boy, I loved the water and when my parents took us to the beach, I 

would be the first one to jump in and the last one to come out, always looking 

like a dried prune.  My mother’s cousins had a boat house at Mistra, a tiny 

farming and fishing village; we spent many a Sunday there swimming, playing 

and eating inside the sizable shed constructed of local limestone blocks, a flat 

concrete roof, a Georgian green timber door and a concrete floor. On our early 

morning arrival, the  Luzzu (Maltese name for a timber fishing boat with 

Phoenician origins) would already be on the slipway and a sizable table would 

have been set up in the middle of the shed, surrounded by timber benches, 

where the adults would congregate for the day to catch up with all the gossip 

of the week. 

One Saturday afternoon, my father took me to his friend and neighbour Lino; in 

the garage attached to his house, Lino had just started building what at the 

time seemed to be a huge timber cabin cruiser. I recall him explaining to my 

dad that the keel was made of mahogany and that it was very expensive 

t i m b e r .  

N u m e r o u s 

other visits 

followed; I 

knew even at 

that young age, 

that one day I 

would build a 

timber boat. 

When I grew a 

little older, I 

used to travel a 

lot by bus from 

my hilltop 

village of 

Naxxar to 

Valletta, the 

bastion city built by the Knights of St John in the late 1500s. I 

recall waiting in anticipation for that moment when half way 

along the trip, the bus would reach the torpedo depot at Msida, 

which in the late sixties and early seventies was still run by the 

British Navy, to have a glimpse of the sparkling waters of 

Marsamxett Harbour.  When the navy left, the foreshores 

became a fabulous marina for the rich and famous and I always 

dreamt that one day I would own a boat. 

In the mid-eighties, I migrated to Australia and settled in the 

Western suburbs of Sydney where my two siblings had already 

established a home for their respective families. Right from the 

word go, I felt withdrawal symptoms; apart from the brown 

water of the Nepean River, there was no blue water to be seen 

anywhere. Nonetheless I met an Aussie girl, got married, had 

two kids, and all of a sudden twenty years have slipped away 

like the blink of an eye. My kids are almost adults now and 

retirement is approaching. My wife and I have decided that all 

being equal, we will move to the Central Coast in the next two 

or three years. “Now is the time for my boat”, I thought quietly. 

I find myself looking on the internet to see what is available and 

at what price. I soon notice a “For Sale” advertisement for this 

26 foot timber fishing boat, built in the 50s and floating quietly 

at the entrance of the Hawkesbury River near Brooklyn. The 

advert also said that the engine was not running and that the 

pilot house had some dry rot; I instantly fell in love with it like a 

young kid falling in love with a puppy or a kitten, while being 

completely oblivion to the years of hard work and care which 

would undoubtedly follow.  My wife and I drove to Brooklyn on 

a glorious 

S u n d a y 

morning to 

inspect the 

boat; it wasn’t a 

pretty sight but 

t o  m y 

amazement my 

wife gave me 

her blessing to 

go ahead.  

Indeed, if one 

had to have a 

casual chat with 

my wife, she 

would quickly 

respond, “It 

would have 

m a d e 

absolutely no difference whatsoever, whether I agreed with the pending 

purchase or not”. But it did! On the premise that the only salvageable part of 

the vessel was the traditionally built carvel hull, I made an offer which roughly 

equated to half the asking price; two days later the offer was accepted. 

During the following weekend, I hastily lined up some hard wood sleepers on 

the grass near the alpaca stables and close to my workshop. I also fetched 

some three star steel posts and some timber packing. I also arranged with a 

local contractor to transport the boat from Brooklyn to our property at Penrith. 

To say that on the day I was nervous, is a gross understatement but Rob 

assured me that he would need no help whatsoever and that I should just relax 

and enjoy the process. Admittedly everything went without a hitch and by 

lunchtime, ‘Harpoon’ was standing high and dry at the back of our property. It 

looked Huge; for the first time I felt quite scared that perhaps this time around, 

I had gone for a bridge way too far. 

Those who know me would testify that I’m a serial renovator, in fact during the 

last 30 odd years I have designed and built various house extensions. I also 

An amateur amongst amateurs 
 - On the way to refurbishing Harpoon - 

Written by Wilfred Pirotta 
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BUY SWAP and SELLBUY SWAP and SELLBUY SWAP and SELL   
WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of 
charge if the member’s name and phone no.  appear.   
Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum 
25 words).  $30 with a picture.   Ads will run for two 
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.   
Submissions close on the 21st of each month 
NOTE:  Items for free, No Charge.   Contact the Editor, 
see page 2 for details. 

FOR SALE 

21 ft clinker built Half Cabin.  New antifouling 
paint, new motor to install, 2 berths.  Moored 
Brooklyn.  Cheap @ $9,900 

Phone Ken for more information   0431 421 864 

FOR SALE 

HARDBACK & 10 STATIONS. 

Iain Oughtred 5m clinker "Fulmar" with full 
plans & offsets and ready to build another. 
Located Jervis Bay.   Neill Atkins 0409 747 020 
nvatkins@gmail.com    $500.00 

FOR SALE 

Primal Farr is 30 foot LOA & was built by Alpha 
Marine from a Bruce Farr design. It is 
constructed of cold moulded NZ kauri with 
triple diamond spreaders.  A fast boat. 
Sails:  1 racing main (good condition), 1 delivery 
main (good condition), #1 light jib, #1 med jib 
(good condition), #1 heavy jib, #2 jib, #3 jib, 
Spinnakers x 3,.  Anchors x 2, Metho stove 
$16k neg 
Contact Chris Goddard for more information on 
0414 447 007 

FOR SALE 

Heat Exchanger.  Manufactured by Savage in 
NZ.   470mm long, 80mm diameter 
Negotiate a price & help me get it out of the 
shed.        Chris Goddard 0414 447 007 

Based on a series of highly 
popular articles written for 
Classic Boat Magazine, this 
witty collection recalls some of 
the incidents the author has 
survived in over half a century 
of messing about in boats.   
Most sailors will find something 
to relate to in these escapades 
from around the world and they 
will bring a wry smile to any 
boaters’ lips.   
The author’s 

wonderfully witty cartoons help 
bring these anecdotes to life.   All 
these stories are true, so WBA 
member Alan that his architectural 
clients do not think they are 
entrusting their work to a seagoing 
Mr Bean.   Copies are available from 
Boat Books in Crows Nest at $24.95 
or less on Amazon.   WBA members can get copies 
from Alan at meetings for $20. 

have a mechanical and electrical engineering 

background with a flair for engineering drawing; I 

mean the old fashioned way with drawing board, 

tee-square, set-square, pencil and rubber eraser. 

Most importantly, I have the discipline and the 

stamina required to embark on a 500 to a 1000 

hour project. “Surely I’m more than ready for this 

massive project”, I tried to convince myself. 

Well….I was……. and I wasn’t! 

The rotted pilot house was the first to come off 

and then its plywood floor to gain access to the 

75HP Ford engine, the gearbox and the coupling 

to the prop shaft. It took me a few attempts to 

get the coupling off the inch and three quarter 

diameter prop shaft; I had to purchase a very 

robust puller to do the job but after that, it was 

quite easy to pull the propeller and shaft 

assembly out of the stern tube. Admittedly I was 

quite surprised how heavy the whole assembly 

was.  After disconnecting all the hoses, cables, 

and most importantly the diesel tank, I asked my 

next door neighbour to come over with his scrap 

metal truck which is equipped with a hi-ab, to lift 

the engine off the boat for me. 

As soon as the diesel mechanic arrived at my 

workshop, he inserted a socket onto the 

flywheel‘s centre nut and turning it clockwise for 

half a turn or so, he softly mumbled in his Polish 

Continued on page 8 
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——   ——   O N  T H E  H O R I Z O N  O N  T H E  H O R I Z O N  ——   ——   
THIS YEAR 2014 

May 13 WBA meeting - Guest Speaker, John Wood, ‘Formation of the WBA of NSW’. 
June 10 WBA meeting - Guest Speaker, Kevin Isle, winner of 2013 Hal Harpur Award 

‘Why, Where & How of the making of Janine Anne’ 
July 8 WBA Meeting - Hugh Lander, Public Affairs Manager, Sydney Heritage Fleet, 
    ‘Sydney Heritage Fleet – Sydney’s Best Kept Secret’ 
August 12 WBA meeting – Guest speakers, Betty & Peter Gossell  
   ‘Adventures in Paradise’ aboard the Barquentine CALIFORNIA 
September 9 WBA Meeting 
October 14 WBA Meeting - Guest Speaker & member, Peter Widders, 
   “Red King's Voyage: The building of a 19' strip-planked sea kayak” 
November 8 / 9 Raft up at Blackwattle Bay 
November 11 WBA Annual General Meeting 
December End of year dinner & Hal Harpur Award presentation 

NEXT YEAR 2015 
January 13 WBA meeting  
February 10 WBA meeting  
February Raft up @ Bantry Bay 
March 10 WBA meeting  
April 14 WBA meeting  

accent, “I don’t 

like the sound 

of this”.  My 

heart sank to 

the bottom of 

my toes and 

unfortunately 

the diagnoses 

never got 

better. The 

number one 

piston had 

failed after 

what appeared 

to be a recent 

r e p a i r , 

p r o m p t i n g 

Jimmy to 

advise me 

against proceeding with an expensive engine overhaul. He also confirmed that 

the engine was a marinised tractor engine which was very heavy, cumbersome 

and not really suitable for a modern vessel.  Notwithstanding the fact that he 

was the bearer of bad news, Jimmy was able to inspire me to transform the old 

fishing boat into a comfortable cabin cruiser, complete with vee-berth, toilet, 

shower and galley. 

It soon became apparent to 

me that it was not practical 

to keep covering and 

uncovering the boat with 

the heavy and bulky tarp 

left over from a previous 

building project.  I had no 

option but to build a 

temporary shelter. Once 

that was done, I finished 

dismantling the boat down 

to a bare hull. Paint 

stripping the inside of the 

hull took me some forty 

hours of solid work; I used 

an electric heat gun and 

oddly enough, an old worn 

out trowel proved to be the 

best tool to scrape off the 

hot paint, especially 

underneath the stringers 

and between the ribs. I 

then sprayed the hull with a 

polyurethane sealer/

undercoat. Finally, I was 

ready to start building. 

Although I was able to prepare a drawing which confirmed the correct visual 

proportions of the proposed build, I found it quite difficult to come up with the 

various workshop drawings required to transform Harpoon from a 1950s fishing 

boat into a new millennium cabin cruiser. I was therefore left with no alternative 

but to make a full scale model of the combined pilot house and cabin using 

3mm MDF, 10mm chipboard and some 30m of pine lengths, all bought from 

my local hardware store at the bargain cost of about $130. 

As I write, I’m in the middle of transforming a dozen 12mm, BS2088 marine ply 

sheets and the same quantity and specification of 18mm ply, into a cabin, pilot 

house and cockpit. I must admit, I’m still somewhat nervous that one day, my 

dream will eventually become a reality. I am also aware that my energy and 

perseverance are indeed much stronger than my boat building skills but you 

know, my vision of seeing Harpoon once again floating in the beautiful waters 

of the central coast of NSW will certainly keep me going. 

 

To be continued sometime in the future.    

Ken Travers had an engine technical problem recently when he was in Port 

Jackson and about to undertake the return passage to Port Hacking.  He 

managed to obtain some assistance from Sydney Ship Repair & Engineering on 

Goat Island.  They rectified the problem but refused any payment.  Ken has 

kindly joined Colin MCPherson, the Works Director to the WBA for a year.  

Continued from previous page 


